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Generate actionable information with

Insights & Analytics
The Pangea AI-driven insights platform transforms huge volumes of valuable data into meaningful 
and actionable information that enables governments and business organizations to make more 
informed data-driven decisions.
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Make Informed Data-driven Decisions
Discover patterns and trends hidden across complex datasets and improve 
decision-making for multi-domain activities based on predictive insights.

Increase Operational Efficiency
Monitor and track operational events to reduce inefficencies, identify 
equipment faults and resolve process bottlenecks.

Reduce Risk and Uncertainty
Generate predictive analytics to understand the impact of internal and 
external events on productivity, quality of service and business continuity.

Improve Quality of Service
Identify most frequent service requests, track service levels and response 
times, improve quality of service management and planning processes. 

AI Platform Building Blocks
Pangea simplifies the integration of mass-scale datasets to create visibility across multiple 
applications and processes. The Pangea AI-driven platform converts machine learning models 
into actionable business insights and generates predictive analytics without the need for technical 
expertise or costly in-house development. 

Solution Benefits
The Pangea AI-driven Insights platform enables decision-makers to get a clear and accurate 
understanding of how to solve 'real-world' problems and increase business value across the entire 
organization.



Simple to Use Dashboards 
Gain direct access to any type of business, 
operational, financial and service data.

• Flexible role-based viewing
• Multi-level drill-down capabilities 
• Customized organization branding

Built-in Analysis Tools 
Create and execute automatic processes 
across any type of dataset.

• Data quality identification
• Feature selection and extraction
• Model performance comparison
• Dataset anomaly detection

Customized Data Models
Explore, verify, prepare and test your data to 
understand the relationship of real-world entities.

• Supports multiple use case data models
• Customer specific data modeling 

development
• Proven industry standard data modeling 

methodology

Powerful AI-driven Platform
Pangea delivers a fully featured, easy to deploy 
SaaS based insights and analytics platform.

• Integrate any type of dataset
• Automatic data processing engine
• Cloud, on premise and hybrid deployment
• Supports multiple use case data models
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Contact Us
For more information about Pangea  products  
and services, visit our website at: 

www.pangea- i t .com

Pangea is a trusted global supplier of digital transformation solutions for 
government and enterprise organizations. Our portfolio includes biometric identity 
and security solutions, e-Transaction services, and a multi-sensor analytics and 
insights platform. Pangea technology solutions simplify e-government procedures, 
improve availability and accessibility to public services, and increase public sector 
efficiency, governance and transparency. With over two decades of experience, 
Pangea has gained a solid reputation for technology innovation and industry 
expertise based on dozens of large-scale, public sector digital identity projects 
and millions of authenticated documents, certificates and personal identity cards. 
Pangea maintains regional offices worldwide, and a research and development 
center located at the company headquarters in Israel.
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